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1 Introduction
The past decade has seen an explosion in the use of the Web to share information. An increase in
the use of the Web parallels an increase in data available, especially in areas where collaboration
is helpful, such as genealogy. Thousands of amateur genealogists have posted the results of their
research online. Organizations including governments, companies and churches make their
databases available for querying. All together, there are probably over a million pages containing
genealogical data on the Web in addition to countless pages generated from database queries.
It is clear that when looking for specific data on the Web the challenge is not scarcity; it
is locating the data we want. Search engines help with this problem [ACG+01]. A search engine
takes an information retrieval approach—it presents each Web page as a result depending on its
relevance to a query. Since search engines do retrieval on a whole-document basis, the user must
manually load each page returned and read it for the precise data wanted, or find that the
document is irrelevant. For example, a search on Google for “Walker genealogy” returns over
200,000 results. Although a few of the pages are advertisements for genealogical services and are
therefore irrelevant to the query, most of these results are relevant and represent a wealth of
information. Unfortunately, the amount of time necessary to visit all these sites is discouraging:
Assuming a human could read each of these pages in one minute; it would take over four months
to read all this information.
Rather than requiring a human to sift through this mountain of data, it would be helpful to
have a software agent that could extract the desired information automatically. A software agent
would be able to process many pages each second, reducing the search process to less than onehundredth of the time it takes now. There are, however, many obstacles to this approach. To
begin with, a software agent must be able to deal with the format of each page and translate it to
its own representation.
The Web presents information in a variety of formats. Even within the standard HTML
format, information is presented in many ways. HTML documents can be classified by the way
they present data.
•

Single-Record Document: contains information on one object.

•

Multiple-Record Document: contains many objects laid out as a list or chart.

•

Table Document: has information laid out in rows and columns where each row
(column) is an object and columns (rows) group attributes.

•

Form: has fields that must be populated to retrieve pages containing information
possibly in one of the formats above.

As humans view these pages, they effortlessly adapt to these and other presentation formats.
Computers need the ability to detect the format and the capability to extract the information from
each of these formats.
Web sites have different conceptual models of what genealogical information is. As
humans, we adapt to these varying schemas and translate them to our own. One site may list birth
date, birth state, and birth city, while another lists birth with a date and location. Any system to
gather information from different sources much deal with this schema-mapping problem.
Currently, the most prevalent approach to extraction of data from the Web is using pagespecific wrappers. Since these wrappers extract data from specific Web pages, they are sensitive
to changes in the formatting. These wrappers are tedious to write and must be written for each
new page as well as every time a page changes significantly. Because of this, researchers have
recently focused on the semi-automatic generation of wrappers [LRN+02, KMA+98, RS97,
SA99]. There are at least 39 commercial and non-commercial wrapper generators in existence
[KT02]. Even with semi-automatically generated wrappers, the use of wrappers requires a
substantial amount of work to produce and maintain.
The Data Extraction Group (DEG) at Brigham Young University has developed
techniques to handle the problems of varying formats and schema without hand crafting wrappers
[ECJ+98, EJN99, EJX01, ETL02]. To date, however, no system integrates these techniques. The
DEG bases its work on ontologies, or conceptual models, to define what data to extract. Other
researchers make use of ontologies as well [dRC+98, SMN01], but they have not developed their
ideas as far as the DEG. In the DEG approach, we specify the data to extract by data frames that
include regular expressions and possible keywords [Emb80]. Ontologies also express the
relationship between the pieces of data extracted, using participation constraints to specify the
minimum, average, and maximum number of relationships in which an object can participate.
The ontology for a domain of interest consists of a primary object set, other object sets (possibly
indirectly) related to it, and the relationship sets that meaningfully connect the object sets. In the
genealogical domain, for instance, we are interested in extracting person objects. Each person
has exactly one name and gender and a part in many events such as birth, marriage, and death.
These events have attributes such as date and location. We extract data that matches the regular
expressions found in the data frames and that conforms to the participation constraints. This
approach has the advantage of being resilient to changes in page format and is capable of
extracting from new pages with no human intervention. This makes it perfect for the genealogy
application domain where pages come from a variety of authors, pages may be constantly
updated, and new pages are continually brought online.

2 Thesis Statement
We propose a system to answer genealogical queries called GeneTIQS (Genealogical Targetbased Integration Query System). GeneTIQS will automatically extract data from the Web and
will be scalable and resilient to changes in the underlying documents. We will build GeneTIQS
by integrating and expanding techniques already developed by students in the Data Extraction
Group. Because GeneTIQS will be modular and based on an ontological definition of
genealogical data, it will be easily adaptable for use in other domains.

3 Methods
GeneTIQS’s operations will be straightforward. Figure 1 shows an overview of the system. The
user will present GeneTIQS with a User Query through a query interface, which is built
automatically given a domain Ontology. Each subsequent module will have access to this User
Query and the underlying Ontology. The URL Selector will choose from a preexisting URL List
those that are likely to contain the requested information. The Document Retriever and Structure
Recognizer will retrieve the documents from the Web and examine each to determine which data
extraction engine should process the document. One data extraction engine will process the
document and extract the raw data in the form of attribute/value pairs. These engines will also
have a mechanism for adding URLs to the Document Retriever and Structure Recognizer’s queue
in order to handle additional pages encountered while processing. The Data Constrainer will
select from these pairs and assemble complete objects that conform to the participation
constraints in the Ontology. The Result Filter will select those objects that match the query and,
finally, the Result Presenter will gather these objects and present them to the user.
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3.1 User Query
The user will specify a query through an HTML form. We will generate the form automatically
to allow entry of search terms for all the lexical object sets in the ontology. Starting with the
relationship sets branching from the root object set, the form generator will create fields based on
the participation constraints. For attributes that occur at most one time (such as a person’s
gender), the form will contain a single-entry field. For attributes that may occur multiple times
(such as events), the form will contain multiple-entry fields. For each attribute encountered that
also has attributes, the form will contain fields for the attributes related to it nested underneath.
When the user completes and submits a form, the browser will submit the query for processing.

3.2 URL List and URL Selector
In order to find information pertaining to a user query, GeneTIQS will use a list of URLs
applicable to the genealogy domain and a method for selecting the documents at the URLs likely
related to the current query. We will use a list rather than a search engine to avoid the problem of
determining the relevancy of documents to the application domain. To reduce the time spent
retrieving documents, the list will contain a summary of the content of the page at each URL that
the URL selector will use to choose documents likely to be relevant to the query. We will obtain
this content summary automatically by extracting the data found at that site and creating summary
information containing either ranges or specific values for some of the lexical object sets of the
ontology.
When presented with a query, the URL selector will use this information to determine
which documents to process. This is a necessary step in keeping the system scalable. With a
large URL list, a significant amount of time will be spent retrieving documents from the Web.
Determining which documents cannot contain relevant information will dramatically decrease
query time.
Once the URL selector has created a list of documents relevant to a query, GeneTIQS
will contact each document’s server to download the content1 and extract the data from it. Since
these steps are independent for each document, this process is highly parallelizable. We may
make use of DOGMA [JCS98] to allow potentially hundreds of PCs to help the main server
process the documents. The variables inherent in distributed computation present opportunities
for experimentation.

1

We will use proper robot etiquette when crawling web sites.

3.3 Document Retriever and Structure Recognizer
At this point, the document retriever will download the document from the host site and pass it on
for processing. As mentioned in the introduction, there are many ways to format information in a
Web page. The document structure recognizer will determine which data extraction engine to use
to process each document by requesting that each data extraction engine calculate its confidence
that it should process a document. The document structure recognizer will select the engine with
the highest confidence.

3.4 Data Extraction Engines
A data extraction engine is a processor that extracts attribute/value pairs from a document using
knowledge inferred from the format of the document. We will encapsulate each engine as an
engine with a standard API, each having the user query and the ontology to assist in extraction.
These engines will extract data from single-record and multiple-record documents, tables and
forms. The set of engines may also be expanded to extract data in other formats.

3.4.1 Single-Record and Multiple-Record Document Engine
A record is a block of text containing information on an object of interest as declared in the
ontology (e.g. a person). Each record may contain simple formatting or links to more data on
other pages. Pages that contain one such record are single-record documents while pages
containing many records are multiple-record documents.
The DEG has already implemented an engine for extracting information from multiplerecord documents [ECJ+99, EJN99]. Although the approach works well for obituaries, car ads,
and many other domains, it does not work well with pages depicting family trees that are
prevalent in the genealogical domain. Another disadvantage is that it does not handle singlerecord documents well. This is because it only divides records within one section of the
document and it finds this section by looking for the section with the highest branching factor.
We will implement an improved engine using this approach and we will incorporate vector space
model (VSM) techniques to locate and refine the records [EX97]. Rather than relying on
maximum fan-out to locate the subtree containing the objects of interest as in [EJN99], we will
start at the root of the tree and work toward the leaves, exploring branches that have high VSM
scores and pruning those with low scores or folding them into other subtrees. Since this strategy
does not rely on finding the subtree with the maximum fan-out, it will handle single-record
documents as well as find data located in multiple subtrees.

Since the majority of genealogy sites created by individuals fit in this category, this
component must work well. The variety of locations and formats currently make these sites the
most difficult to search. This system must be able to search and reliably extract from a large
percentage of these sites in order to make a substantial contribution. This capability will rely in
large part on the enhancement of this component. We expect good performance with genealogy
to carry over into simpler domains.

3.4.2 Table Engine
Tables in web document present enough challenges and opportunities to the technique above to
justify separate handling. Web designers often present data in tables containing one record per
row with attribute descriptions in a header or first row. Attributes are separate from values,
which sometimes makes it difficult for the single- or multiple-record Engine to reconcile the data
with the ontology.
The DEG has made progress in extracting information from tables [ETL02]. The
challenge of matching columns to attributes in the ontology is akin to the schema-matching
problem. The current implementation uses regular expression to match data in each column with
expected values for ontology object sets. By using both attribute matches and data matches, the
table engine can resolve the schema-matching problem with high accuracy [ETL02].
This assumes, however, that the table has rows of data that each contains data for the
object of interest in the ontology. The implemented engine thus detects valid domain-applicable
tables with a variety of heuristics including table size and ratio of recognized values to recognized
keywords. Since web authors often use tables today as a tool in Web page layout, the engine
must (and can) differentiate between tables containing data and these ‘false’ tables used for layout
[Tao03].
For this thesis, we will encapsulate the functionality of this implemented table engine in
our larger system.

3.4.3 Form Engine
The form engine will attempt to map the ontology scheme to the scheme of a form [LES+02,
Chen02]. The engine can then populate the form with values obtained from the query and create
a URL that simulates the user submission of that form. This engine might require multiple
submissions of the form to retrieve all data specified in the query. Once the form engine has
generated the URL(s), it will submit them back to the document retriever. Depending on the
format of the documents retrieved, one of the engines above can then process the results. For this

thesis, we will encapsulate the capability of this already implemented system in our form engine.
We will detect valid forms based on the success of attempting to match each form with the
ontology.

3.4.4 Other Engines
This system will be easily expandable with engine to integrate data from other sources. XML is
one possibility, although genealogies in XML format are not yet common on the Web. Other
possible sources are relational databases. In both of these cases, integration is achievable with
schema matching [XE03]. GeneTIQS will allow easy addition of these and other engine as they
are developed.

3.5 Result Constrainer
Once the data extraction engine has gathered attribute/value pairs from a Web page, we must map
this data to the ontology schema while preserving constraints. The DEG has already
implemented an engine, Ontos, employing a number of heuristics to do so [ECJ+99]. We will
integrate this engine into the system and make improvements to its heuristics.
The current heuristics fail when dealing with some conflicts when two data frames match
the same piece of data. When the document does not contain the keywords or keywords are just
not given, Ontos selects the matches according to the order of object sets within the ontology.
We will alter the current heuristics to ensure that execution order does not play a part in match
selection. Instead, we will select matches that minimize the distance between related objects in
the document.
To accomplish this, we plan to assign each potential match a cost based on the distance
from the match to the nearest keyword. If there is no keyword match in the record, a high value
(the length of the document) will be used. Once we assign these values, the system can evaluate
the effect of accepting different combinations of matches by scoring each possible combination.
GeneTIQS will accept the combination with the lowest cost. The system reduces the search space
by always accepting the match closest to the keyword when no conflict exists.

3.6 Result Filter
Once we have results that conform to the constraints of the ontology, the result filter will select
those that conform to the user’s query and send them to the main server for presentation.

3.7 Result Presenter
The result presenter will collect the results from all of the distributed machines and present the
results to the user as a Web page. It will format the output as a forest of trees with the primary
object (in this case, person) as the root of each tree. Each tree will contain the data found in one
record on the Web (the attributes of one person). This data will be output as an XML file with
schema created from the ontology [EM01, EM03] along with an XML style sheet to guide the
browser in formatting the output. Results will be presented as soon as they are found. In
addition, control will be given to the user to stop processing of a query at any time.

3.8 Evaluation of Results
We desire that this system will answer user queries quickly and accurately. During development,
we will use a small list of URLs for tuning. Once GeneTIQS is complete, we will test its
scalability, precision and recall, and adaptability with a large URL list.
One of the most important goals of GeneTIQS is the speed of a search. We will measure
the speed of our system by giving it queries on a large URL list. Our goal is to minimize the time
required to do a query.
Answering queries quickly does not matter if the answers are incorrect, so we will
analyze the precision and recall of our system. Since recall is difficult to determine on a large
data set, we will select a small list of URLs (distinct from the tuning list) on which to evaluate the
precision and recall.
We will also test the adaptability of GeneTIQS by doing an application domain different
from genealogy. We can, for example, use the DEG’s cars ontology and test its precision and
recall as outlined above.

4 Contribution to Computer Science
This thesis will provide a working system on which to query the Web for genealogical data. This
system will be easy to alter for other domains. The completed system will be an example of the
practical use of extraction techniques developed by the DEG. Future researchers can use this
system to develop and test their contributions.

5 Delimitations of the Thesis
This thesis will not attempt to:

•

Provide a theoretically complete query interface capable of accepting arbitrarily complex
queries.

•

Automatically fill the URL list (this includes crawling for relevant pages as well as
creation of sophisticated content filters).

•

Monitor pages in the URL list to adjust filters based on changes in page content.

•

Extract data in formats other than semi-structured HTML documents, tables, or forms.

•

Attempt to solve the data integration problem. (There will be no attempt to identify and
merge semantically identical records.)

6 Thesis Outline
1. Introduction and Related Work (7-8 pages)
2. Methodology (15-20 pages)
2.1. User Query
2.2. URL List and URL Selector
2.3. Document Retriever and Structure Recognizer
2.4. Data Extraction Engine
2.4.1.

Single-Record and Multiple-Record Document Engine

2.4.2.

Table Engine

2.4.3.

Form Engine

2.5. Data Constrainer
2.6. Result Filter
2.7. Result Presenter
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4. Conclusion and Future Work (4 pages)
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Appendix A: Criteria for Evaluation of Component Completion
(in order of priority)
Component

Criteria Description

Single-/Multiple-Record Engine

Accurately determines records for single- and
multiple- record documents.

Ontology

Includes basic objects and relationships
pertaining to genealogical data and data frames
as required for extraction.

User Query

Correctly generates form allowing submission
of queries formed by the conjunction of
arbitrary fields.

Result Presenter

Shows results as soon as they are found.
Allows user to stop processing at any time.

Result Filter

Returns correct results according to query.
Must not discard any applicable data or include
irrelevant data.

Data Constrainer

Returns correct results based on ontology as
well as previous implementation.

URL List/Selector

Has large and small lists needed for evaluation.
Selects URLs based on simple filters.

Table Engine

Includes functionality of existing engine.

Form Engine

Includes functionality of existing engine.
Results processed by other engines as needed.

